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Team Leader – Planning Policy 
City of Melbourne 
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MELBOURNE VIC 3001 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Submission to Central Melbourne Design Guide – Melbourne Planning Scheme Amendment C308 

Thank-you for the opportunity to provide comment on the draft planning scheme amendment. This 
submission is prepared for and behalf of Mecone Town Planning. 

We support the primary aims of this Design Guide to promote high quality urban design outcomes in the 
Central City and Southbank.   

Our submission focuses on the detail of the Design Guide and its application under each of the six themes. 

Our key commendations are: 

Urban Structure 

This theme reinforces existing pedestrian connections and promotes walkable precincts by reducing street block 
lengths. It seeks to create new arcades where it is open to the sky with a minimum width or 6m and provide 
active frontages. Covered pedestrian connections and entrapment spaces, where there is limited passive 
surveillance, are to be avoided.  

In our view, not all covered  pedestrian connections are inappropriate. Covered pedestrian connections that 
are lined with active frontages and provide direct connections can be attractive and provide good pedestrian 
connections and protection from the elements. It also adds diversity/travel choice and creates visually 
stimulating points of interest for pedestrians. 

Site Layout 

This theme relates to the orientation of entries and setbacks of buildings. Where there are multiple street 
frontages, the entry to the primary tenant should be positioned on the main street frontage and secondary and 
tertiary frontages should provide an even distribution between actives uses and services so that no frontage is 
completed dominated by servicing or parking. 

While this is an admirable aim, it will be practically impossible in some circumstances on smaller sites for a 
building to avoid a street frontage that is not dominated by either service cupboards or vehicle access.  
Consideration will need to be given to the street hierarchy. Some laneways would be considered appropriate 
for the placement of servicing or parking whereas others may be preferred for street activation.  In practice, 
there are many competing aims from service authorities and transport planners/traffic engineers that requires 
a very nuanced approach to the location and design of services and vehicle entry points.  We agree that 
further design guidance is necessary in this regard.  However, we understand that, in practice, it is difficult to 
design this in ‘up front’ as these are issues that are invariably revisited later in the design process.   



New buildings at the ground level should align to the street, unless it is for the creation of a public open space 
with clear public purpose. Publicly accessible private plazas should be orientated to main street or street and 
entries should be orientated away from points of congestion.  

The images provided in Clause 14 are could be reconsidered, as these buildings are dilapidated buildings that 
are intended to be demolished. We agree that the deep recessed ground floor facades or small publicly 
accessible alcoves that lack a clear public purpose will create a poor urban design outcome.  However, in some 
locations a ground floor setback will provide an element of relief from the harsh pedestrian environment and 
provide opportunity for outdoor seating or landscaping to soften the public realm or allow small spaces to sit 
for quiet reflection.  A good example of this use of varied ground floor building setbacks with a consistent 
pavement treatment to extend the footpath width can be found at 535 Little Bourke Street.  A zero lot front 
setback at ground floor is not always the right solution in every circumstance.    

Building Mass 

This theme relates to the scale, height, form, proportion and composition of a building and contains common 
urban design and planning principles. Buildings with a wide street frontage should be broken down in smaller 
parts and new towers should adopt lower street wall height to maximise sunlight penetration at street level. 
Balconies and windows in tall buildings should be shaped and orientated to enhance views towards the public 
realm and orientated away from adjacent sites. 

We agree that extensive long and horizontal expanses of facades without modulation or depth rarely provide a 
suitable streetscape fit in Melbourne’s fine grain development pattern.  The historically narrow frontage 
widths, particularly in the Hoddle Grid, should be reflected in the façade composition through site responsive 
design elements, including the use of recesses and/or expressed horizontal or vertical elements.  
Consideration should also be given to building proportion, including the proportion of solid and void elements 
in the façade so that they complement their surroundings while adding diversity and uniqueness.  

We agree that tower elements should not present as an unrelieved wall of built form along the street when 
viewed from key public vantage points.  While there may be some exceptions on particular corner sites, 
generally a podium and tower form is necessary to ensure comfortable walking and sitting conditions within 
city streets, as well as maintaining a sense of human scale and sunlight access in wider streets.  We note that 
this design outcome essentially reinforces what is already required under the built form controls of DDO10 in 
any event.  

Building Program 

We agree that ground floor services should be limited as they detract from the visual presentation of 
buildings. Service cabinets should be co-located internal to the site to minimise impact on public realm. Where 
this is not possible due to service authority requirements, service cabinets should be integrated with the 
façade of the building. 

We agree with the mandatory requirement to locate vehicle parking within in the Central City within the 
basement, and to sleeve podium parking with active uses within Southbank. We also agree with the design of 
car parking with a minimum ceiling heights of 3.5m floor to floor within the lower 20 metres of a building to 
enable future adaption. 

Clause 30 which seeks to maximise the number of building entries appears to conflict with Clause 13 - Site 
Layout, which seeks to ensure that entries are positioned to avoid conflict with areas of high pedestrian 
intensity. Greater clarity and guidance is sought so that entries are enhanced and pedestrian movement is 
evenly distributed.  

Public Interfaces 

We agree that buildings with ground level main street frontages must contribute to the area by providing a 
minimum of 5 metres or 80% as an entry or display window with clear glazing.  This is consistent with the 
current DDO1 requirements. 



We agree that changes in levels in flood prone areas should be contained within the building envelope so that 
there are no physical barriers that separate the building from the public realm and recesses within the public 
realm should be shallow of 500mm or less to avoid entrapment spaces. 

Canopies with permeability that provide weather protection along the mains streets within the Central City 
and Southbank should enable views upwards. Additionally, the design and materiality of soffits should give 
consideration to the rhythm and fine grain of ground floor shop fronts, including heights and width 

Balcony projections should be discreet and unenclosed to promote surveillance and to allow for the future 
growth of street trees. The use of tinted, opaque or high reflectivity glasses which obscures views between the 
public realm and the building interior should be avoided.  

Design Quality 

We agree with the use of a competitive design process for development of large sites with multiple buildings 
or sites of strategic significance, as multiple design practices employed to promote cross collaboration are 
more likely to result in distinctive buildings with greater design diversity. While much focus has been on the 
poor development examples generated, there is nonetheless a strong culture of high quality architecture in 
Melbourne that is recognised nationally and internally. There is a need to ensure that the creative, diverse and 
innovative place that Melbourne CBD has become is not unwittingly stifled through a ‘one size fits all’ 
approach top development. We see the competitive design process as a key avenue to ensure that there 
remains some flexibility for innovation and creativity and diversity of built form responses across the city. 

Our experience in NSW is that the competitive design process is proving to be a vital tool for both council and 
developers in order to achieve design excellence and maintain design integrity. The competitive design process 
has been facilitated by the City of Sydney for over 13 years with many other metropolitan regional centres in 
NSW, such as Parramatta, Liverpool and Penrith now following. In our experience, if undertaken successfully, 
design competitions can improve market yield and provide a significant contribution to the design of the urban 
environment.  

The objective of a design competition is to deliver a high standard of architectural, urban and landscape design 
– generally above and beyond that of a normal development project. It focuses on lifting the bar on urban
design and creating better urban spaces, making a positive contribution to the public domain. The process 
generally involves architectural firms submitting competing design schemes for a development, with a jury (or 
panel) deliberating on the preferred scheme to determine whether it achieves design excellence.  

In NSW, design competitions are directly linked to the achievement of design excellence, with the criteria 
legally addressed in planning controls and the associated provision of either a height or FAR bonus (not both). 

There are several different formats for design competitions, ranging from publicly open competitions to 
smaller invited competitions, with experience showing that all types of competition need to be facilitated. This 
ensures that a quality yet feasible outcome is delivered for the developer, and provides confidence to council 
that they competition has been properly conducted and design excellence achieved.  

We have managed design competitions for a wide range of projects over the past 8 years. These range from 
large multi-building competitions in Green Square urban renewal area, through to mixed-use towers on the 
outskirts of Sydney’s second CBD, Parramatta.  

Whilst design excellence is not guaranteed through the running of a design competition, a robust competition 
can bring out the creative energy of architects if properly facilitated. Our experience has shown that a well-run 
design competition will add value to a project, gain respect and support from the responsible authority and 
ultimately assist in ‘de-risking’ the project.  



We have provided a number of examples of how the design competition process has provided an improved 
design outcome in the NSW context on the following pages. We would expect similar benefits in the Victorian 
context with well managed design competitions.  

Design Competition Example 1: Epsom Road, Green Square Urban Renewal Area 

Within walking distance of the Green Square train station and new community facilities, including Gunyama 
Park and Green Square Aquatic Centre, the Epsom Park neighbourhood was designed to provide a high level of 
permeability, connectivity and sustainable lifestyle for a diverse community with a variety of building types.  

Located within the Epsom Park Precinct, part of the Green Square Urban Renewal area, we facilitated a series 
of three simultaneous design competitions for a mixed-use development of 555 units and 840 square metres 
of retail on a 21,560 square metre site.  
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By using a simultaneous Competitive Design Alternative process, for each of the three buildings proposed for 
the site, we were able to ensure a cohesive design ran through the whole site. 

Design Competition Example 2: Huntley Road, Sydney Park 

An important corner site located opposite iconic Sydney Park, the development is expected to accommodate 
approximately 150 dwellings over 6 storeys, with a site area of approximately 5,590 square metres.  

Following a design alternative process, the chosen scheme was unanimously supported by the selection panel 
as the strongest scheme having the most potential to achieve design excellence.  
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The proposal was chosen as being able to achieve design excellence due to its distinctive façade comprised 
almost entirely of brick with a predominantly red-brown colour palette; incorporation of two through-site 
pedestrian links and “Huntley Green” - a new public space fronting Huntley Street; limited building frontage to 
Huntley Street to maximise solar access to apartments and Huntley Green; strong use of passive design 
strategies to achieve comfortable living conditions as well as integrated heating and cooling systems, 
rainwater collection, and bicycle parking provision.  

Image Courtesy of FJMT Studio

Design Competition Example 3: Wigram Street, Parramatta 

The redevelopment proposes a 25 storey mixed use development with ground floor retail and 135 residential 
units above. The site is conveniently located within the Parramatta CBD, in close proximity to transport and 
employment land uses.  

The development will activate an existing vacant block with a high-quality mixed use development, sensitively 
designed to enhance the surrounding infrastructure including a local stormwater culvert.  

The FJMT scheme  was unanimously supported by the jury as the strongest scheme, and was awarded design 
excellence. This is subject to a number of detailed issues to be investigated or resolved prior to planning 
application lodgement, including: quality of the materials; structural and column transfers; roof form; and 
internal layout of units.  



Yours sincerely, 

Diana Au 

Associate 

The use of a balance of light and shadow in upper level façades to provide depth and that all visible elevations 
are to be of a high design standards, including the use of sustainable technologies are good urban design 
principles. Materials selected should be durable and low maintenance in the higher parts of a building and add 
visual interest at the lower levels to reinforce a human scale. 

We do not agree with the images used as examples in Clause 63 which show the carpark level at ground level 
and ventilation louvres for the carpark as inappropriate materials. The first image at Clause 63 is a secondary 
street frontage with access to the carpark and services located on the frontage. The carpark area could be 
improved with artwork on the ventilation grilles but not necessarily a non-durable material. The second image 
shows a laneway to provide vehicle access for multiple buildings. Given that it is clearly a laneway that serves 
vehicle access (hence the back of house for these buildings), the choice of materials is considered suitable. 
Additionally, the form of the laneway is what Melbourne is renowned for and adds to its rich urban 
environment. 

Overall 
In summary, the Guide is a good starting point for pre-application meetings and as a planning tool for planners 
assessing developments within the central Melbourne area. However, it should provide some decision 
guidelines at the end of each theme where discretion should be used so that planners have the confidence to 
deviate from these principles for an appropriate design response in the right context.  

We trust the above information and attached commentary on the specifics of the proposed Design Guide is of 
assistance in finalising the proposed planning scheme amendment. We would be pleased to discuss or present 
the contents of our submission in greater detail at an appropriate time. 




